Data preprocessing (transformation) plays an important role in data mining and machine learning. In this study, we investigate the effect of four different preprocessing methods to fault-proneness prediction using nine datasets from NASA Metrics Data Programs (MDP) and ten classification algorithms. Our experiments indicate that log transformation rarely improves classification performance, but discretization affects the performance of many different algorithms. The impact of different transformations differs. Random forest algorithm, for example, performs better with original and log transformed data set. Boosting and NaiveBayes perform significantly better with discretized data. We conclude that no general benefit can be expected from data transformations. Instead, selected transformation techniques are recommended to boost the performance of specific classification algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
Data mining is the process of finding useful information from data sets. Data sets typically contain noise which affects the performance of classification algorithms. Hence, preprocessing (transformation) methods have been proposed to "prepare" the data set for mining. Normalization [7] , linear and non-linear transformation [7] , feature subset selection [9] , principal component analysis [11] , and discretization [6] are often conducted before prediction experiments. It has been suggested that transformation can improve the performance of software quality models [12] . This is the research hypothesis we want to investigate. In this study, we compare the impact of four different preprocessing methods on nine NASA MDP datasets across 10 different machine learning algorithms. The four preprocessing methods include the original data (i.e., no transformation, denoted by none), log transformed data (log), discretized data (nom), and discretization of the log transformed data (log&nom).
EXPERIMENT SETUP
Cross-validation is the statistical practice of partitioning a sample of data into two subsets: training and testing subset. In 10 × 10 CV 90% of data is randomly assigned to the training subset and the Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. remaining 10% of data is used for testing. The data is randomly divided into 10 fixed bins of equal size. We leave one bin to act as test data and the other 9 bins are used for training. This procedure is repeated 10 times.
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves provide an intuitive way to compare the classification performance. An ROC curve is a plot of the Probability of Detection (pd) as a function of the Probability of False alarm (pf ) across all the possible experimental threshold settings. AUC is a numeric performance evaluation measure directly associated with an ROC curve. It is very common to use AUC to compare the performance of different classifiers.
In all reported experiments, we use 10 × 10 cross validation to generate ROC curves for each classification algorithm, using each data set and four transformation methods. Therefore, the results reported in this paper represent 3, 600 fault prediction modeling experiments (10 classification algorithms × 9 data sets × 4 transformations × 10x cross validation). The Area Under the ROC curve, referred to as AU C, is used as the performance measurement to evaluate the performance of different models.
A box and whisker diagram (boxplot diagram) graphically depicts numerical data distributions using five first order statistics: the smallest observation, lower quartile (Q1), median, upper quartile (Q3), and the largest observation. The box is constructed based on the interquartile range (IQR) from Q1 to Q3. The line inside the box depicts the median which follows the central tendency. The whiskers indicate the smallest observation and the largest observation. In this study, we use Boxplot diagrams to visually depict the performance of different fault prediction modeling techniques.
Data sets and Transformation Methods
The nine data sets from Metrics Data Programs (MDP) [2] used in this study are listed in Table 1 . The same table shortly describes their characteristics too. In each experiment, our models predict whether a module is fault-prone or not. We do not attempt to predict how many faults a module may contain. As mentioned earlier, we experiment with the following data transformation methods:
• none: This is the original data set without applying any preprocessing methods. All the independent variables (metrics) in MDP are continuous attributes.
• log: The original continuous variable values are transformed by taking mathematical log operation. To avoid numerical errors with ln(0), all numbers under 0.000001 are replaced with ln(0.000001). This transformation method is reported to be effective in [12] .
• nom: The original continuous variable values are discretized to nominal values using Fayyad and Irani's minimum description length (MDL) method (Weka's default discretization method) [6, 14] . We discuss this method in detail below. • log&nom: The log-transformed data is discretized to nominal values using Fayyad and Irani's discretization method.
Fayyad and Irani is the recursive minimal entropy discretization method [8] . It is a supervised, non-parametric discretization method. It uses the class information entropy to partition bin boundaries. The stoping criterion is the minimum description length. For example, assume there is a dataset with S instances, a variable A, and a partition boundary T . There are two classes (S1, S2) for the dataset and the class entropy is denoted E(A,T;S):
The algorithm creates a discretization tree top down. The branch of the partition is recursively discretized and evaluated independently. Thus, in some branches, the continuous values with relatively high entropy will be partitioned very finely, while others that have relatively low entropy will be partitioned coarsely. Table 2 shows the average number of distinct values for attributes in the MDP dataset. For example, in column none 63.27 means that in CM1 data set, on average, attributes contain 63.27 distinct values. The average number of distinct values for none and log are the same. The average number of distinct values for nom and log&nom are similar. The average number of distinct values for none and log data are larger than that of nom and log&nom.
Since the goal of this study is to compare the effects of data transformations across different classification algorithms, we decided to use machine learning and classification algorithms available in Weka [14] . These algorithms are often used in demonstrations of software quality modeling. Table 3 lists the machine learners compared in this study. Due to limited space, we omit their description, but interested readers will find it in [14] . All the machine learning algorithms were applied using their default parameters, except for random forest. In Weka, the size of the forrest of classification trees is set to 10, an insufficient number based on our prior experience [10] . We increased the default number of trees in the forest to 500, the value originally proposed as a default by Breiman [3] . 8 of the classifiers accept data from all 4 preprocessing methods.
Decorate only runs on none and log data sets, while AODE can only run on nom and log&nom data sets.
Statistical hypothesis tests
10 × 10 CV experiments result in 10 individual values of AUC. These 10 values are usually similar to each other, given that they come from the same population. But with 10 values it is difficult to say whether they follow the normal distribution (i.e., indicate that they obey the central limit theorem). Therefore, parametric statistical methods which assume a normally distributed population to compare the performance of classifiers may not be the right choice. A prudent approach calls for the use of nonparametric methods. The loss of efficiency caused by using nonparametric tests is typically marginal [4, 13] .
In [5] , Demsar recommends to use the Wilcoxon signed rank test for the comparison of two classifiers; the Friedman test for the comparison of more than two classifiers and the Nemenyi test of posthoc comparison (rank ordering) among all classifiers over multiple data sets. The Wilcoxon signed rank test, the Friedman test, and the Nemenyi test are nonparametric counterparts for paired t − test, analysis of variance (ANOVA), and Tukey test parametric methods, respectively. The advantage of the recommended tests is that nonparametric procedures make less stringent demands on the data. However, two issues need attention. First, nonparametric tests do not utilize all the information available. The actual data values (in our case, for example, AUCs) are not used in the test procedure. Instead, the signs or ranks of the observations are used. The second point is that the Wilcoxon signed rank test is constructed for the null hypothesis that the difference of the performance measure is symmetrically distributed. For non-symmetric distributions, this test can lead to a wrong conclusion. The Friedman test, the Nemenyi test and the Wilcoxon test are implemented in a statistical package R [1] . These implementations comply with the assumptions in [5] . Based on Demsar's recommendation, we use the Friedman test to evaluate whether there is a difference in the performance amongst the models developed by the 10 classifiers over the 9 data sets. Provided that the Friedman test indicates statistically significant difference, we use the Nemenyi test to determine which classifier(s) performs the best. The Wilcoxon signed rank test is used to compare the performance of the two specific models, if necessery.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In the following subsections, we show the test results of the Friedman test, the post-hoc Nemenyi test, and the Wilcoxon nonparametric tests applied to compare the classification performance of software engineering fault prediction models. Figure 1 shows the boxplot diagrams representing AUC values of different classifiers applied across all the data sets. In these experiments, the data sets were unchanged, i.e., no transformation function had been applied. The diagrams graphically depict numerical data distribution using five first order statistics: the smallest observation, lower quartile (Q1), median, upper quartile (Q3) and the largest observation for each classification algorithm.
Original Data
When applied to the data from Figure 1 the Friedman test confirmed that there exists statistically significant difference in the performance of different fault prediction modeling techniques. The next step in our procedure was to apply the Nemenyi test. Figure 2 ranks the performance of the classifiers from the worst (the leftmost) to the best (the rightmost). CD stands for the critical difference of the Nemenyi test. If the difference between two classifiers is less than the value of CD, there is no significant difference in 95% confidence interval (p_value = 0.05 in this case), otherwise, there is. The classifiers connected with a straight line in Figure 2 are those whose performance does not demonstrate statistically significant difference in 95% confidence interval. The following are further obesrvations from the application of the Nemenyi test: 1. Classifier's performance trend, from the worst to the best, is: jrip, j48, IBk, decorate, Naivebayes, logistic regression, boosting, bagging, and random forest.
2. The classifier with the best performance is random forest. However, the performance of random forest, bagging, and boosting does not demonstrate statistically significant difference.
3. The classifier which offers the worst performance is jrip, but the performance of j48 is statistically indistinguishable.
Log transformation
Figures 3 and 4 indicate that that the classification performance with (log) transformation in place is similar to that of the original data set. According to our experiments, log transformation does not improve classification performance. To the contrary, the models typically suffer from the increase in variance.
Discretized data
When a data set is discretized, a large number of values that independent variables may assume is consolidated into a small number • Boosting offers the best performance on discretized data.
Naivebayes is in a statistical performance tie with boosting (using the 95% confidence interval).
• Consistent with [6] , Naivebayes performs much better on discretized data in the continuous domain.
• The performance of randomf orest, the preferred classifier on the original dataset, decreases on discretized data.
• IBk, j48, and jrip remain uncompetitive. When summarizing the results, we noticed that random forest models outperform others in none and log domains, although they are in statistical tie with bagging and boosting. On the other hand, boosting appears to offer the best performance on nom and log&nom data sets. We performed the Wilcoxon nonparametric statistical test to compare the performance of these two classifiers in data domains where they offer their best performance: 1) random forest in none and log data sets and 2) boosting in nom and log&nom data sets. The p value of the null hypothesis is 0.00000001510363(< 0.05), suggesting a significant difference between these two models. The p value of the hypothesis of whether random forest is better than boosting is 0.000000007551813(< 0.05) supporting the claim that the performance of random forest in none and log is better than boosting in nom and log&nom domains. We also analyzed how the choice of a data domain can guide the choice of the classification algorithm. Table 4 shows the comparison of classifiers based on the outcome of the Friedman test and its post-hoc Nemenyi nonparametric statistical test over the four preprocessing methods. Since decorate and aode only accepts the data from two preprocessing methods, we use the Wilcoxon nonparametric test for their comparison. Not surprisingly, classification algorithms have their "preferred" domains:
Discretized log data

Comparing transformation methods
• Boosting, N aiveBayes, IBk, and logistic achieve better performance on discretized data. • J48 has the same (miserable) performance regardless of the transformation.
• jrip has better performance in the original and log transformation domains.
• Decorate performs similarly in the original and log transformation domains.
• AODE offers the same performance in two discretized data domains. • Randomf orest s performance is better in none and log than in (nom and log&nom) domains.
• Logistic offers better performance in log and discretized transformation data domains.
CONCLUSIONS
We investigated the effect of four data transformation methods on the prediction of fault-prone modules in several NASA data sets. Our most important finding is that transformations did not improve overall classification performance measured by the area under the ROC curve (AUC). Random forest offered the best overall performance in the untransformed data domain. However, discretization improved classification performance of several classification algorithms. In summary:
• Random forest is reliably one of the best classification algorithms overall. Its performance decreased with discretization, thus confirming that its main strength lays in the analysis of noisy data, always the fact of life in software engineering experiments.
• Boosting offers the best models in the discretized data domain. It is also consistently one of the best models with all four preprocessing methods. But, boosting is also one of the most computationally expensive modeling techniques, which may play a role in its selection especially if training requires a large number of samples.
• The performance of NaiveBayes is greatly improved in the discretized domain. This observation confirms results from [6] . Arguably, NaiveBayes is the simplest of classification algorithms. If selected for software quality prediction, discretizing the data prior to its application is desirable.
• IBk, J48, and jrip are consistently the worst classification algorithms and including them in software quality modeling is likely a waste of time.
• Log transformation rarely affects the performance of predictive software quality models (logistic is the only exception).
